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 46 

Introduction 47 
 48 

This document has been prepared to detail the Information Technology (IT) requirements for 49 
contracts awarded by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM).  These clauses have been 50 
developed with the entirety of the IT community in mind, including, and most prominently, the 51 
IT Security and Privacy communities. 52 
 53 
The OPM Chief Information Officer (CIO) has compiled these IT requirements and formed them 54 
into clauses.  Additionally, Appendix A provides guidance to Contracting personnel on the 55 
appropriate use of these clauses in various types of contracts that involve IT.  Appendix B 56 
provides a list of deliverables associated with each clause, as applicable. 57 
  58 
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Information Technology Contract Clauses 59 
 60 
1752.224-70 Definition of Terms  (Dec 2015)  61 
 62 
The following definitions apply to this contract: 63 
 64 
a. Information:  This term is synonymous with the term Data.  Both terms refer to 65 

single or multiple instances of any recorded or communicated fact or opinion being 66 
stored or transferred in any digital or analog format or medium. 67 

 68 
b. Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI):  This term refers to that sub-category of 69 

Information where the loss, misuse, or unauthorized access or modification could 70 
adversely affect the national interest or the conduct of federal programs, or the 71 
privacy to which individuals are entitled under 5 USC Section 552a (the Privacy 72 
Act) that has not been specifically authorized under criteria established by an 73 
Executive Order or an Act of Congress to be kept classified in the interest of 74 
national defense or foreign policy.  75 

 76 
c. Personally Identifiable Information (PII):  This term refers to that sub-category of 77 

CUI that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual’s identity, either alone or 78 
when combined with other personal or identifying information that is linked or 79 
linkable to a specific individual.  80 

 81 
d. Information System:  This term refers to a system composed of people and 82 

equipment that processes or interprets Information. 83 
 84 

e. Information Technology (IT) System:  This term refers to that sub-category of 85 
Information System composed of hardware, software, data, and networks that 86 
processes or interprets Information. 87 

 88 
f. Information Security Incident (ISI):  This term refers to any event that includes the known, 89 

potential, or suspected exposure, loss of control, compromise, unauthorized disclosure, 90 
unauthorized acquisition, or unauthorized access of any Contractor or Government 91 
Information or Information Systems. 92 
 93 

g. Record:   94 
(1) For the purpose of Records Management, this term refers to all recorded Information, 95 

regardless of form or characteristics, made or received by a Federal agency under 96 
Federal law or in connection with the transactions of public business and preserved or 97 
appropriate for preservation by that agency or its legitimate successor as evidence of 98 
the organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, operations, or other 99 
activities of the US Government or because of the informational value of the data in 100 
them. 101 

 102 
(2) For the purpose of the Privacy Act, this term refers to any item, collection, or 103 

grouping of Information about an individual that is maintained by an agency, 104 
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including, but not limited to, education, financial transactions, medical history, or 105 
criminal or employment history, and that contains the person's name, or the 106 
identifying number, symbol, or other identifier assigned to the individual, such as a 107 
fingerprint, voiceprint, or a photograph.  108 

 109 
h. System of Records on individuals:  This term refers to a group of any Records from which 110 

Information is retrieved by the name of the individual or by some identifying number, 111 
symbol, or other identifier assigned to the individual. 112 

 113 
i. Operation of a System of Records:  This term refers to the performance of any of the 114 

activities associated with maintaining the System of Records, including the collection, use, 115 
and dissemination of Records.   116 

 117 
j. Privileged User:  This term refers to a user that is assigned an organization-defined 118 

privileged role that allows that individual to perform certain security-relevant functions that 119 
ordinary users are not authorized to perform.  These privileged roles include, but are not 120 
limited to, IT system development, key management, account management, network and 121 
system administration, database administration, and web administration. 122 

 123 
(End of Clause) 124 
 125 
  126 
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1752.224-72 Access to Contractor Information Technology (IT) Systems  (Dec 2015)  127 
 128 
During the period of performance of the contract and throughout any contract close-out period, 129 
the Contractor must provide OPM, or its designate, with immediate access to all IT systems used 130 
by the Contractor to support the performance of the contract for the purpose of inspection and 131 
forensic analysis in the event of an Information Security Incident (ISI).  132 
 133 
(End of Clause) 134 
  135 
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1752.224-73 Protecting Information  (Dec 2015) 136 
 137 
a. Applicability 138 
 139 

(1) This clause applies to the Contractor, its subcontractors and teaming partners, and 140 
employees (hereafter referred to collectively as “Contractor”).  141 

 142 
(2) These requirements are applicable to all Information, regardless of medium, 143 

maintained by the Contractor for the performance of this contract. 144 
 145 
(3) These requirements are in addition to all applicable requirements established by the 146 

Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a); and to all other requirements established by 147 
various Federal statutes, mandates, and Executive Orders for the management and 148 
security of Information and Information Systems.  The following additional 149 
requirements should not be construed to alter or diminish civil and/or criminal 150 
liabilities provided under the Privacy Act or any other applicable Federal statutes. 151 

 152 
b. Authorization to Handle Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) 153 

 154 
(1) Prior to receiving, collecting, transmitting, storing, using, accessing, sharing, or 155 

removing CUI from any approved locations; the Contractor must receive approval in 156 
writing from the Chief Information Officer (CIO) through the Contracting Officer 157 
(CO) or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR).  158 
 159 

(2) If the Contractor should begin to receive, collect, transmit, store, use, access, or share 160 
CUI without appropriate approval, it should be reported as an Information Security 161 
Incident (ISI). 162 

 163 
(3) Prior to removing CUI from any approved location, electronic device, removable 164 

media, or storage container, approval must be received in writing from the CO or 165 
COR. 166 

 167 
c. Authorization to Use Information Technology (IT) Systems 168 

 169 
(1) Prior to designing, developing, operating, accessing, or using an IT system that will 170 

store or process Information other than general information necessary to manage the 171 
contract (such as billing), the Contractor must receive approval in writing from the 172 
CIO through the CO or COR. 173 
 174 

(2) The time required to obtain approval may be lengthy, and the Contractor should 175 
identify this requirement as soon as possible. 176 

 177 
(3) If the Contractor should begin to operate, access, or use an IT system without 178 

appropriate approval, it must be reported as an ISI. 179 
 180 
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d. Retention of Authorizing Documentation 181 
  182 

The Contractor must maintain a current and complete file of all documentation authorizing 183 
handling of CUI during the period of performance of the contract, unless otherwise 184 
instructed by the Contracting Officer.  Documentation will be made accessible during 185 
inspections or upon written request by the CO or the COR. 186 

 187 
(End of Clause) 188 
  189 
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1752.224-74 Privacy Act  (Dec 2015)    190 
 191 
The following Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) clauses apply as prescribed within FAR 192 
24.104 for solicitations and contracts, when the design, development, or operation of a system of 193 
records on individuals is required to accomplish an OPM function. 194 
 195 
Additionally, in instances where the Contractor is required to access a system of records on 196 
individuals to accomplish an OPM function, the contractor is subject to the Privacy Act, Privacy 197 
Act Notification, and applicable agency regulations. 198 
 199 

52.224-1 Privacy Act Notification 200 

PRIVACY ACT NOTIFICATION (APR 1984) 201 

The Contractor will be required to design, develop, or operate a system of records on 202 
individuals, to accomplish an agency function subject to the Privacy Act of 1974, Public Law 93-203 
579, December 31, 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a) and applicable agency regulations. Violation of the Act 204 
may involve the imposition of criminal penalties.  205 

(End of clause) 206 

52.224-2 Privacy Act 207 

PRIVACY ACT (APR 1984) 208 

(a) The Contractor agrees to— 209 
(1) Comply with the Privacy Act of 1974 (the Act) and the agency rules and regulations 210 

issued under the Act in the design, development, or operation of any system of records on 211 
individuals to accomplish an agency function when the contract specifically identifies— 212 

(i) The systems of records; and 213 
(ii) The design, development, or operation work that the contractor is to perform; 214 

(2) Include the Privacy Act notification contained in this contract in every solicitation and 215 
resulting subcontract and in every subcontract awarded without a solicitation, when the work 216 
statement in the proposed subcontract requires the redesign, development, or operation of a 217 
system of records on individuals that is subject to the Act; and 218 

(3) Include this clause, including this paragraph (3), in all subcontracts awarded under this 219 
contract which requires the design, development, or operation of such a system of records. 220 

(b) In the event of violations of the Act, a civil action may be brought against the agency 221 
involved when the violation concerns the design, development, or operation of a system of 222 
records on individuals to accomplish an agency function, and criminal penalties may be imposed 223 
upon the officers or employees of the agency when the violation concerns the operation of a 224 
system of records on individuals to accomplish an agency function. For purposes of the Act, 225 
when the contract is for the operation of a system of records on individuals to accomplish an 226 
agency function, the Contractor is considered to be an employee of the agency. 227 

https://www.acquisition.gov/sites/default/files/current/far/html/Subpart%2024_1.html#wp1074210
http://uscode.house.gov/uscode-cgi/fastweb.exe?getdoc+uscview+t05t08+2+3++%285%29%20%20AND
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(c)(1) “Operation of a system of records,” as used in this clause, means performance of any of 228 
the activities associated with maintaining the system of records, including the collection, use, and 229 
dissemination of records. 230 

(2) “Record,” as used in this clause, means any item, collection, or grouping of information 231 
about an individual that is maintained by an agency, including, but not limited to, education, 232 
financial transactions, medical history, and criminal or employment history and that contains the 233 
person’s name, or the identifying number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the 234 
individual, such as a fingerprint or voiceprint or a photograph. 235 

(3) “System of records on individuals,” as used in this clause, means a group of any records 236 
under the control of any agency from which information is retrieved by the name of the 237 
individual or by some identifying number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the 238 
individual. 239 

(End of clause) 240 

(End of Clause) 241 
  242 
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 243 
1752.224-75 Information Protection Policies and Procedures  (Dec 2015)   244 
 245 
The Contractor must ensure its policies and procedures address compliance with all information 246 
protection requirements of this contract.  The policies and procedures must address the 247 
following:    248 
 249 
a. Proper identification, marking, control, storage, transmission, use, and handling of 250 

Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI), regardless of medium. 251 
b. Proper control, storage, and protection of mobile devices, portable data storage devices, 252 

and communication devices containing CUI. 253 
c. Proper use of FIPS 140-2 compliant encryption, redaction, and masking methods to protect 254 

CUI while at rest and in transit throughout contractor networks, and on host and client 255 
platforms. 256 

d. Proper use of FIPS 140-2 compliant encryption methods to protect CUI transmitted in 257 
email attachments, including policy that passwords must not be communicated in the same 258 
email as the attachment. 259 

e. Roles and responsibilities and proper actions to be taken during Information Security 260 
Incidents (ISIs). 261 

f. Proper procedures for obtaining authorized access to information technology (IT) systems. 262 
g. General IT security and protection training for all employees. 263 
h. Specialized IT security and protection training for IT security staff. 264 
i. Information Systems policy compliance requirements and procedures. 265 

 266 
This is not an all-inclusive list and may include additional requirements which the contractor 267 
shall address during performance. 268 

(End of Clause) 269 
  270 
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 271 
1752.224-76 Compliance with Information Protection Requirements  (Dec 2015)  272 
 273 
The Chief Information Officer, through the Contracting Officer or Contracting Officer’s 274 
Representative, reserves the right to verify compliance with information security requirements 275 
established by this contract.  Verification may include, but is not limited to, onsite or offsite 276 
inspections, documentation reviews, process observation, network and IT system scanning.  The 277 
Contractor will fully comply with all OPM-initiated inspections as permissible by law.  278 
 279 
(End of Clause) 280 
  281 
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 282 
1752.224-77 Information Security Incidents (ISI)  (Dec 2015) 283 
 284 
a. ISI Reporting Activities 285 

 286 
(1) Contractors must report any and all ISI involving OPM Information to the 287 

OPM Security Monitoring Center (SMC) at CyberSolutions@opm.gov, 844-288 
377-6109.  The SMC is available 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. 289 

 290 
(2) Contractors must report any and all ISI involving information technology (IT) 291 

systems and Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) immediately upon becoming 292 
aware of the ISI but no later than 30 minutes after becoming aware of the ISI, 293 
regardless of day or time; regardless of internal investigation, evaluation, or 294 
confirmation of procedures or activities; and regardless of whether the ISI is 295 
suspected, known, or determined to involve IT systems operated in support of this 296 
contract. 297 

 298 
(3) Contractors reporting an ISI to the SMC by email or phone must copy the Contracting 299 

Officer (CO) or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) if possible; but if not, 300 
must notify the CO or COR immediately after reporting to the SMC.  301 

 302 
(4) When reporting an ISI to the SMC by email: 303 

 304 
(a) Do not include any CUI in the subject or body of any email; 305 
 306 
(b) Use FIPS 140-2 compliant encryption methods to protect CUI to be included as 307 

an email attachment, and do not include passwords in the same email as the 308 
encrypted attachment; and 309 

 310 
(c) Provide any supplementary information or reports related to a previously 311 

reported incident directly to the OPM SMC with the following text in the 312 
subject line of the email: “Supplementary Information / Report related to 313 
previously reported incident # [insert number].” 314 

 315 
b. ISI Review and Response Activities 316 
  317 

(1) The Contractor must provide full access and cooperation for all activities determined 318 
by CO or COR to be required to ensure an effective review and response to protect 319 
OPM’s Information and Information Systems operated in support of this contract. 320 

 321 
(2) The Contractor must promptly respond to all requests by the CO or COR for ISI and 322 

system-related information, including but not limited to disk images, log files, event 323 
information, and any other information determined by OPM to be required for a rapid 324 
but comprehensive technical and forensic review. 325 

 326 

mailto:CyberSolutions@opm.gov
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(3) OPM, at its sole discretion, may obtain the assistance of Federal agencies and/or third 327 
party firms to aid in ISI Review and Response activities. 328 

 329 
c. ISI Determination Activities 330 

 331 
(1) The Contractor must not make any determinations related to an ISI associated with 332 

Information Systems or Information maintained by the Contractor in support of the 333 
activities authorized by this contract, including determinations related to notification 334 
of affected individuals and/or Federal agencies (except reporting criminal activity to 335 
Law Enforcement Organizations) and offering of services, such as credit monitoring. 336 

 337 
(2) The Contractor must not conduct any internal ISI-related review or response activities 338 

that could modify or eliminate any existing technical configuration or information or 339 
forensic technical evidence existing at the time of the ISI without approval from the 340 
OPM Chief Information Officer (CIO) through the CO or COR. 341 

 342 
(3) All determinations related to an ISI associated with Information Systems or 343 

Information maintained by the Contractor in support of the activities authorized by 344 
this contract will be made only by the OPM CIO through the CO or COR.   345 

 346 
(4) The Contractor must report criminal activity to Law Enforcement Organizations upon 347 

becoming aware of such activity. 348 
 349 

 350 
 (End of Clause) 351 
  352 
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 353 
1752.224-78 Information Security Inspections  (Dec 2015) 354 
 355 
a. The Contractor must permit and cooperate with any mutually agreed upon pre-scheduled 356 

onsite or offsite information security inspections, such as: 357 
 358 
(1)   Before initiation of the performance period; 359 
(2)   As periodically scheduled for contract oversight and compliance purposes; 360 
(3)   As determined by the OPM Chief Information Officer (CIO) through the Contracting 361 

Officer (CO) or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) to be required for 362 
evaluation of or in response to any reported Information Security Incident (ISI); or 363 

(4)   As determined by the OPM CIO through the CO or COR to be required to address 364 
any risk of non-compliance with the requirements of this contract. 365 

 366 
b. OPM will provide the Contractor with a Post-Inspection Report, which will state findings 367 

and specify the Contractor’s requirement for remediating findings to maintain compliance 368 
with this contract. 369 

 370 
c. The Contractor must provide a formal response to the OPM Post-Inspection Report within 371 

fifteen (15) days of receipt of the report for critical/high risk findings and within thirty (30 372 
days for all other findings. 373 

 374 
(End of Clause) 375 
  376 
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1752.224-79 Suspension of Contract for Security Concerns  (Dec 2015) 377 
 378 
If at any time during Contract performance it is determined that the Contractor is not in full 379 
compliance with the security requirements of this Contract, the Government may immediately 380 
suspend performance under this Contract and require the immediate return of all Controlled 381 
Unclassified Information (CUI) materials and information to the Government at full Contractor 382 
expense.  Any work suspension resulting from a security lapse will not be subject to equitable 383 
adjustment; all costs incurred will be borne by the Contractor. 384 
 385 
(End of Clause) 386 
  387 
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1752.239-70 Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPV6) Compliance  (Dec 2015)  388 
 389 
All information technology (IT) functionality, capabilities, and features must be supported and 390 
operational in both a dual-stack IPv4/IPv6 environment and an IPv6 only environment.  391 
Furthermore, all management, user interfaces, configuration options, reports, and other 392 
administrative capabilities that support IPv4 functionality will support comparable IPv6 393 
functionality.  The Contractor is required to certify that its products have been tested to meet the 394 
requirements for both a dual-stack IPv4/IPv6 and IPv6 only environment.  The Contracting 395 
Officer (CO) or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) reserves the right to require the 396 
Contractor’s products to be tested within an OPM or third party test facility to show compliance 397 
with this requirement.  All costs and resource allocations required for this third party service 398 
must be the sole responsibility of the Contractor. Compliance certification shall be provided in 399 
writing to the CO or COR.  400 
 401 
 402 
(End of Clause) 403 
  404 
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 405 
1752.239-72 Access to OPM Information Technology (IT) Systems  (Dec 2015) 406 
 407 
a. The Contractor must provide to the distribution list “System Access Control" 408 

(systemaccesscontrol@opm.gov) an initial and complete list of employee names that 409 
require access to OPM IT systems.  This list will be provided at least five (5) days prior to 410 
required access. 411 

 412 
b. The Contractor must send a staffing change report by the fifth day of each month after 413 

contract award to the Contracting Officer (CO), Contracting Officer’s Representative 414 
(COR), and systemaccesscontrol@opm.gov.  The report must contain the listing of all staff 415 
members who separated or were hired under this contract in the past 60 days.  This form 416 
must be submitted even if no separations or hires have occurred during this period.  Failure 417 
to submit a ‘Contractor Staffing Change Report’ each month may, at the Government’s 418 
discretion, result in the suspension of all accounts associated with this contract. 419 

 420 
c. Each contractor employee is required to utilize a Personal Identity Verification (PIV) card 421 

to access OPM IT systems and Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI), in accordance 422 
with the National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST) Federal Information 423 
Processing Standard (FIPS) 201.  Using shared accounts to access OPM IT systems and 424 
CUI is strictly prohibited.  OPM will disable accounts, and access to OPM IT systems will 425 
be revoked and denied if contractor employees share accounts.  Users of the IT systems 426 
will be subject to periodic auditing to ensure compliance with OPM policies. 427 

 428 
d. OPM, at its discretion, may suspend or terminate the access to any IT systems and/or 429 

facilities when an Information Security Incident (ISI) or other electronic access violation, 430 
use or misuse issue gives cause for such action.  The suspension or termination may last 431 
until such time as the CO or COR determines that the situation has been corrected or no 432 
longer exists.   433 

e. Upon request of the CO or COR, the Contractor must immediately return all Government 434 
Information, as well as any media type that houses or stores Government Information, 435 
regardless of potential violations of other contracts the contractor may have in place, 436 
including, but not limited to, data stored on recovery media, tape backups, and images. 437 

 438 
f. The CO, COR and the OPM Helpdesk (helpdesk@opm.gov or 202-606-4927) must be 439 

notified at least five (5) days prior to a contractor employee being removed from a contract.  440 
For unplanned terminations or removals of contractor employees from the contractor 441 
organization, the CO, COR and OPM Helpdesk must be notified immediately.  OPM PIV 442 
cards issued to Contractor employees must be returned to the COR within two (2) days of 443 
departure of a Contractor employee. 444 

 445 
(End of Clause) 446 

  447 

mailto:helpdesk@opm.gov
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 448 
1752.239-73  Section 508 Standards  (Dec 2015) 449 
 450 
a. All information technology (IT) procured through this contract must meet the applicable 451 

accessibility standards at 36 CFR 1194, unless an OPM exception to this requirement 452 
exists.  36 CFR 1194 implements Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as 453 
amended, and is viewable at http://www.access-board.gov/sec508/508standards.htm. 454 

 455 
b. The following standards have been determined to be applicable to this contract: 456 
 457 
 (1)  1194.21. Software applications and operating systems 458 
 (2)  1194.22. Web-based intranet and Internet information and applications 459 
 (3)  1194.23 Telecommunications products 460 
 (4)  1194.24 Video and multimedia products 461 
 (5) 1194.25 Self Contained, closed products 462 
 (6)  1194.26 Desktop and portable computers 463 
 (7) 1194.31 Functional performance criteria 464 
 (8) 1194.41 Information, documentation, and support 465 
 466 
c. OPM is required by Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended (29 U.S.C. 467 

794d), to offer access to IT for disabled individuals within its employment, and for disabled 468 
members of the public seeking information and services.  This access must be comparable 469 
to that which is offered to similar individuals who do not have disabilities.  Standards for 470 
complying with this law are prescribed by the Architectural and Transportation Barriers 471 
Compliance Board ("The Access Board"). 472 
 473 

d. The final work product must include documentation that the deliverable conforms to the 474 
Section 508 Standards promulgated by the US Access Board. 475 

 476 
e. OPM’s assessment of the Section 508 compliance will control.  In the event that additional 477 

changes are needed to conform with OPM’s assessment, the Contractor shall make these 478 
changes at no additional charge to OPM. 479 

 480 
(End of Clause) 481 
  482 

http://www.access-board.gov/sec508/508standards.htm
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 483 
1752.239-75 Information System Security Requirements (Dec 2015) 484 
 485 
a. The activities required by this contract necessitate the Contractor’s access to Government 486 

Information, including Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI).  Contractors are 487 
required to comply with current Federal regulations and guidance found in the Federal 488 
Information Security Modernization Act (FISMA); Privacy Act of 1974; E-Government 489 
Act of 2002, Section 208; National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); Federal 490 
Information Processing Standards (FIPS); Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 491 
memorandums; and other relevant Federal laws and regulations with which OPM must 492 
comply. 493 
 494 

b. The Contractor shall comply with implementation of required security controls for 495 
protection of the Government Information based on the sensitivity of the data within the 496 
system as outlined by Federal regulatory requirements, including but not limited to, Health 497 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), IRS 1075 for federal tax 498 
information, Executive Order 13556 for Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) and 499 
any additional regulatory requirements. 500 

 501 
c. The Contractor shall implement and maintain an Information security program that is 502 

compliant with FISMA, NIST Special Publications, OMB guidelines, OPM security 503 
policies, and other applicable laws, throughout the performance of this contract. 504 

     505 
d. The Contractor facilities and IT systems shall meet the security requirements for the same 506 

impact level or greater as defined by the FIPS 199 as required for the protection of 507 
Government Information.  The OPM Chief Information Officer, through the Contracting 508 
Officer or Contracting Officer’s Representative shall provide written approval of the FIPS 509 
199 security categorization. 510 

 511 
(End of Clause) 512 

  513 
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 514 
1752.239-76 Security Assessment and Authorization (SA&A)  (Dec 2015) 515 
 516 
a. This contract requires the Contractor to develop, deploy, and/or use information technology 517 

(IT) systems to access and/or store Government Information, including Controlled 518 
Unclassified Information (CUI).   519 

 520 
b. All IT systems that input, store, process, and/or output Government Information must be 521 

provided an Authority to Operate (ATO) signed by the Contractor Chief Information 522 
Officer (CIO) or higher level executive prior to operation of the IT system.  The Contractor 523 
must complete the SA&A process independently of OPM, including the selection and 524 
funding of an approved Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program 525 
(FEDRAMP) Third-Party Assessor Organization (3PAO) to validate the security and 526 
privacy controls in place for the systems and the overall accuracy of SA&A packages.   527 

 528 
c. The Contractor must submit to the OPM Chief Information Officer (CIO), through the 529 

Contracting Officer (CO) or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) the signed SA&A 530 
package, along with the security assessment report and supporting documentation such as 531 
system and configuration scans from the 3PAO at least sixty (60) days prior to operation of 532 
the IT system for review and authorization by the OPM Authorizing Officials (AOs), 533 
through the CO or COR.  Should the AOs not consider the signed package to meet OPM 534 
SA&A requirements for any reason, the AOs retain the right to not issue an ATO for the 535 
system.  Should the AOs consider it possible for the Contractor to improve the compliance 536 
of the A&A package, the CO or COR may provide general or detailed information to the 537 
Contractor for possible modification to the package to improve compliance and 538 
resubmission to the CO or COR after modification.  The CO or COR reserves the right to 539 
limit the number of re-submissions of a modified package before a final determination that 540 
a resubmitted package will not receive an ATO and no further resubmissions will be 541 
accepted.  This may be grounds for contract termination.  The OPM CIO is the final 542 
authority on the compliance of a submitted package with OPM SA&A requirements. 543 

 544 
d. The Contractor Security Assessment and Authorization (SA&A) SA&A documentation 545 

package must be developed with the use of OPM Security Assessment and Authorization 546 
(SA&A) documentation templates in accordance with the OPM Security Assessment and 547 
Authorization policy based on the most current NIST Risk Management Framework 548 
(RMF), as adapted for Contractor IT systems supporting OPM.  Templates are available for 549 
all required security documentation including, but not limited to, the System Security Plan, 550 
the Security Assessment Plan, the Security Assessment Report, Contingency Plan and 551 
Incident Response Plan. The SA&A process must be followed throughout the IT system 552 
lifecycle process to ensure proper oversight by OPM. 553 

 554 
e. The IT systems must meet the security requirements for the same impact level or greater as 555 

defined by the Federal Information Process Standard (FIPS) 199 for the Information being 556 
accessed.  The OPM CIO, through the CO or COR, must provide written approval of the 557 
FIPS 199 security categorization. 558 

 559 
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f. The Contractor shall complete a Privacy Threshold Analysis (PTA) for all systems as a 560 
requirement for an ATO.  Based on the PTA, the OPM Chief Privacy Officer will 561 
determine whether a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) is required to be completed by the 562 
Contractor as part of the SA&A package.   563 

 564 
g. The Contractor must submit an updated SA&A package, along with the 3PAO report, and 565 

supporting documentation to the CO or COR at least 90 days before the expiration of an 566 
existing ATO for security review and verification of security controls.  Security reviews 567 
may include onsite visits that involve physical or logical inspection of the Contractor 568 
environment and IT systems.   569 

 570 
h. The Contractor must ensure a plan of action and milestones (POA&M) is generated for 571 

each security finding and is remediated within a time frame commensurate with the level of 572 
risk, as follows, or as otherwise negotiated and approved in writing by the OPM CIO, 573 
through the CO or COR: 574 

 575 
(1) High Risk = 30 days; 576 
(2) Moderate Risk = 90 days; and 577 
(3) Low Risk = 120 days. 578 
 579 

(End of Clause) 580 
  581 
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 582 
1752.239-77 Federal Reporting Requirements (Dec 2015) 583 
 584 
The Contractor must comply with both OPM IT Security policies and OPM’s continuous 585 
monitoring reporting requirements as required by the Federal Information Security 586 
Modernization Act (FISMA).  The Contractor must provide OPM with the requested information 587 
within the timeframes provided for each request.  Failure to do so may result in the loss of 588 
OPM’s authorization to receive and process sensitive information or operate an IT system 589 
containing sensitive information.  Reporting requirements may change each reporting period.   590 

 591 
(End of Clause) 592 
  593 
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 594 
1752.239-78 Cloud Computing (Dec 2015) 595 
 596 
a. Prior to using any commercial Cloud Service Provider (CSP), the Contractor shall obtain 597 

approval from the Chief Information Officer (CIO), through the Contracting Officer (CO) 598 
or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR). 599 
 600 

b. Information stored in a cloud environment remains the sole property of OPM, not the 601 
Contractor or the CSP.   602 

 603 
c. The CSP must provide all the protections levied on the Contractor, and must be held 604 

accountable for all other requirements for IT systems and CUI, unless waived in writing by 605 
the OPM CIO, through the CO or COR. 606 

 607 
d. The CSP must allow the OPM CIO, through the CO or COR, access to OPM Information 608 

including data schemas, meta data, and other associated data artifacts that are required to 609 
ensure OPM can fully and appropriately retrieve OPM Information from the CSP. 610 

 611 
e. The CSP, and any subcontractor or teaming partner CSPs, must be evaluated by a Federal 612 

Risk and Authorization Management Program (FEDRAMP) Third Party Assessment 613 
Organization (3PAO).  The contractor is responsible for the selection and funding of the 614 
3PAO.  The most current, and any subsequent, security assessment reports must be made 615 
available to the CIO, through the CO or COR, for consideration, including the CSP’s 616 
Systems Security Plan, as part of the Contractor’s Systems Security Plan.  617 

 618 
 (End of Clause) 619 

  620 
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 621 
1752.239-80  Information Technology (IT) Security and Privacy Awareness Training 622 
(Dec 2015) 623 
 624 
a. The Contractor must ensure that all Contractor employees complete OPM-provided 625 

mandatory security and privacy training prior to gaining access to OPM IT systems and 626 
periodically thereafter based on OPM policy requirements.  OPM will provide notification 627 
and instructions for completing this training.  Non-compliance shall result in revocation of 628 
system access.  629 
 630 

b. With written permission and justification from the Chief Information Officer, through the 631 
Contracting Officer or Contracting Officer’s Representative, in lieu of the OPM-provided 632 
training, the Contractor may provide its own continuous training and awareness for 633 
Contract employees.  All costs and resource allocations required must be the sole 634 
responsibility of the Contractor.  Evidence of training for contractor employees shall be 635 
provided to OPM upon request. 636 

 637 
(End of Clause) 638 

  639 
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 640 
1752.239-81  Specialized IT Security Awareness Training  (Dec 2015) 641 

 642 
a. Contractor personnel performing work related to IT security are required to complete 643 

specialized IT security training based on the role-based requirements listed below every 644 
fiscal year within the contract period of performance.  The Contractor must certify to the 645 
Contracting Officer or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) that IT security 646 
personnel have completed the requisite training hours satisfying the below training 647 
requirements. 648 

 649 

IT Security Roles/Functions 
Minimum Hours 

Required for Specialized 
Training 

• Contractor System Manager\Owner 5 
• Information Security Specialist 
• Information System Security Officer 

(ISSO) 
20 

• Privacy Officer 5 
• System Administrator 
• Network Administrator 
• Database Administrator 
• Service Desk Personnel/Helpdesk 
• Programmer/Developer 

10 

• Other IT Personnel with security 
responsibilities 2 

 650 
b. The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and Information Security Specialists must 651 

be a Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) within 6 months of 652 
contract award and maintain certification throughout the period of performance, which will 653 
serve to fulfill the requirement for specialized training. 654 
 655 

(End of Clause) 656 
  657 
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 658 
1752.239-82  HSPD-12 Compliance  (Dec 2015) 659 
 660 
a. All Contactor employees must consent to screening and sign an access agreement prior to 661 

being authorized access to Government IT systems or Controlled Unclassified Information 662 
(CUI); and rescreening according to change in position risk designation or other 663 
requirements according to HSPD-12 requirements. 664 

 665 
b. The Contracting Officer (CO) or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) approval is 666 

required prior to contractor personnel accessing OPM IT systems and CUI.  667 
  668 
c. Procurements for services and products involving facility or system access control must be 669 

in accordance with HSPD-12 policy and other applicable Federal regulations. 670 
 671 
d. All IT systems must enforce the use of Personal Identity Verification (PIV) credentials, in 672 

accordance with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Federal 673 
Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 201.  Development and test IT systems may be 674 
approved to use alternate 2-factor authentication, such as tokens, with the written approval 675 
of the OPM Chief Information Officer, through the CO or COR, prior to implementation.   676 
 677 

(End of Clause) 678 

  679 
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 680 

1752.239-83   Secure Technical Implementation  (Dec 2015) 681 
 682 

a. The Contractor must certify applications are fully functional and operate correctly as 683 
intended on systems using the Federal Desktop Core Configuration (FDCC)\United States 684 
Government Configuration Baseline (USGCB).   685 

 686 
b. The standard installation, operation, maintenance, updates, and/or patching of software 687 

must not alter the configuration settings from the approved FDCC\USGCB configuration.   688 
 689 
c. Applications designed for normal end users must run in the standard user context without 690 

elevated system administration privileges. 691 
 692 
d. The Contractor must apply due diligence at all times to ensure that the required level of 693 

security is always in place to protect OPM systems and information, such as using Defense 694 
Information Systems Agency (DISA) Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIG).  695 
The Contracting Officer or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) reserves the right 696 
to verify compliance. 697 

 698 
(End of Clause) 699 
  700 
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 701 
1752.239-84  Data Protection Requirements (Dec 2015) 702 
 703 
a. Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) shall be encrypted in transit and at rest using 704 

Federal Information Process Standard (FIPS) 140 and validated by the Cryptographic 705 
Module Validation Program (CMVP). 706 
 707 

b. The Contractor must provide the validation certificate number to the Contracting Officer or 708 
Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) for verification. This shall occur prior to 709 
award and upon any changes to the cryptographic module. This shall only occur for the 710 
cryptographic modules.   711 

 712 
c. The Contractor shall redact or mask all CUI that is not essential to users, including 713 

privileged users. 714 
 715 

(End of Clause) 716 
  717 
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 718 
1752.239-85 Security Monitoring and Alerting Requirements  (Dec 2015) 719 
 720 
All contractor-operated systems that use or store OPM Information must meet or exceed OPM IT 721 
Security policy requirements pertaining to security monitoring and alerting.  The minimum 722 
requirements are listed further below: 723 
 724 
a. System and Network Visibility and Policy Enforcement at the following levels: 725 

 726 
(1) Edge 727 
(2) Server / Host 728 
(3) Workstation / Laptop / Client 729 
(4) Network 730 
(5) Application 731 
(6) Database 732 
(7) Storage 733 
(8) User 734 

 735 
b. Alerting and Monitoring 736 
 737 
c. System, User, and Data Segmentation 738 
 739 
(End of Clause) 740 

  741 
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 742 
1752.239-86  Contractor Information Technology (IT) System Oversight / Compliance 743 
(Dec 2015) 744 
 745 

 746 
a. The Contractor must support OPM in its efforts to assess and monitor the IT systems and 747 

infrastructure used in support of the performance of this contract.  The Contractor must 748 
provide logical and physical access to the Contractor’s facilities, installations, technical 749 
capabilities, operations, documentation, records, devices, applications and databases used 750 
in performance of the contract, regardless of location, upon Agency request.  The 751 
Contractor will be expected to perform automated scans and continuous monitoring 752 
activities which may include, but will not limited be to, authenticated and unauthenticated 753 
scans of networks, operating systems, applications, and databases and provide the results of 754 
the scans to the Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR), or allow the COR to run the 755 
scans directly. 756 

 757 
b. All Contractor systems must participate in the OPM Information Security Continuous 758 

Monitoring (ISCM) program utilizing the OPM Information Security Continuous 759 
Monitoring Plan for security control monitoring and must submit to the COR, the report on 760 
security control monitoring as required following the OPM Information Security 761 
Continuous Monitoring Reporting template as defined in the OPM IT Security Policy.  762 

 763 
c. All Contractor systems must perform vulnerability scanning as defined by OPM IT 764 

Security continuous monitoring program and will provide requested vulnerability scanning 765 
reports to the COR in accordance with OPM’s continuous monitoring program plan. 766 

 767 
d. All Contractor systems must participate in the implementation of automated security 768 

controls testing mechanisms and provide automated test results in Security Compliant 769 
Automation Protocol (SCAP) compliant data to the COR in accordance with OPM’s 770 
continuous monitoring program. 771 

 772 
(End of Clause) 773 
  774 
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1752.242-71  Return of OPM and OPM-Activity-Related Information  (Dec 2015) 775 
 776 
a. Within thirty (30) days after the end of the contract performance period or after the contract 777 

is suspended or terminated by the Contracting Officer, unless otherwise instructed by the 778 
Contracting Officer, the Contractor must return all original OPM-provided and OPM-779 
Activity-Related Information, such as records, files, and metadata in electronic or hardcopy 780 
format, including but not limited to the following:  781 

 782 
(1) provided by OPM; 783 
(2) obtained by the Contractor while conducting activities in accordance with the contract 784 

with OPM; 785 
(3) distributed for any purpose by the Contractor to any other related organization and/or 786 

any other component or separate business entity; or 787 
(4) received from the Contractor by any other related organization and/or any other 788 

component or separate business entity. 789 
 790 

b. Within forty-five (45) days after the end of the contract performance period or after the 791 
contract is suspended or terminated by the Contracting Officer, unless otherwise instructed 792 
by the Contracting Officer, the Contractor must provide the Contracting Officer and COR 793 
with an associated Certification of Verified Return of all original OPM and OPM-Activity-794 
Related Information, such as records, files, and metadata in electronic or hardcopy format, 795 
including but not limited to the following:  796 

 797 
(1) provided by OPM; 798 
(2) obtained by the Contractor while conducting activities in accordance with the contract 799 

with OPM; 800 
(3) distributed for any purpose by the Contractor to any other related organization and/or 801 

any other component or separate business entity; or 802 
(4) received from the Contractor by any other related organization and/or any other 803 

component or separate business entity. 804 
 805 

 (End of Clause) 806 

  807 
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 808 
 809 
1752.242-72  Secure Destruction of All OPM and OPM-Activity-Related Information  810 
(Dec 2015) 811 
 812 
a. Within sixty (60) days after the end of the contract performance period or after the contract 813 

is suspended or terminated by the Contracting Officer, BUT ONLY after the Contracting 814 
Officer (CO) or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) has accepted and approved the 815 
Contractor’s compliance with the Certification of Verified Return, the Contractor must 816 
execute secure destruction of all copies of all OPM and OPM-activity-related files and 817 
information (including but not limited to all records, files, and metadata in electronic or 818 
hardcopy format) not returned to OPM and held in possession by the Contractor, by 819 
procedures approved by the CO or COR in advance and in accordance with applicable 820 
OPM IT Security Policy Requirements, including but not limited to the following:  821 

 822 
(1) provided by OPM;  823 
(2) obtained by the Contractor while conducting activities in accordance with the 824 

contract;  825 
(3) distributed for any purpose by the Contractor to any other related organization and/or 826 

any other component or separate business entity; or 827 
(4) received from the Contractor by any other related organization and/or any other 828 

component or separate business entity. 829 
 830 

b. Within seventy-five (75) days after the end of the contract performance period or after the 831 
contract is suspended or terminated by the CO, BUT ONLY after the CO or COR has 832 
accepted and approved the Contractor’s compliance with the Certification of Verified 833 
Return, the Contractor must provide the CO or COR with Certification of Secure 834 
Destruction of all existing active and archived originals and/or copies of all OPM and 835 
OPM-activity-related files and information, (including but not limited to all records, files, 836 
and metadata in electronic or hardcopy format); by procedures approved by OPM in 837 
advance and in accordance with applicable OPM IT Security Policy Requirements; 838 
including but not limited to the following:  839 

 840 
(1) provided by OPM;  841 
(2) obtained by the Contractor while conducting activities in accordance with the 842 

contract;  843 
(3) distributed for any purpose by the Contractor to any other related organization and/or 844 

any other component or separate business entity; or 845 
(4) received from the Contractor by any other related organization and/or any other 846 

component or separate business entity. 847 
 848 

 (End of Clause) 849 
  850 
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 851 

1752.242-73  Mandatory Requirement for Contractor Return of all OPM-Owned and 852 
Leased Computing and Information Storage Equipment  (Dec 2015) 853 
 854 
a. Within sixty (60) days after the end of the contract performance period or after the contract 855 

is suspended or terminated by the Contracting Officer, or within a time period approved by 856 
the Contracting Officer or Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR), the Contractor 857 
must return all OPM-owned and leased computing and information storage equipment. 858 

 859 

b. Within seventy-five (75) days after the end of the contract performance period or after the 860 
contract is suspended or terminated by the Contracting Officer, the Contractor must provide 861 
OPM with Certified Verification of Return of all OPM-Owned and Leased Computing and 862 
Information Storage Equipment.   863 

 864 
(End of Clause) 865 

  866 
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APPENDIX A:  Information Technology Contract Clause Usage Guidance 867 
 868 

The table below provides guidance on using the IT contract clauses in specific situations.  There 869 
are five basic contracting situations that require the use of IT contract clauses.  Each is discussed 870 
below. 871 

All OPM Contracts:  These clauses ensure the Contractor understands it is NOT authorized to 872 
perform IT work, use IT systems (other than for administrative purposes, such as billing), or use 873 
CUI, unless expressly permitted.  They also require the Contractor reports any unauthorized use 874 
of IT or access to CUI as an ISI. 875 

Contracts that Use CUI:  These clauses authorize a Contractor to handle CUI.  Unless other 876 
clauses are included which cover IT systems, the CUI must be in paper form only.  The clauses 877 
for these contracts ensure the protection of CUI and require the Contractor to report any loss of 878 
CUI as an ISI. 879 

Contracts that Use Contractor IT Systems:  These clauses authorize the Contractor to use its own 880 
IT systems to perform the work required by the contract where the type of information to be 881 
processed using the IT systems is more significant than general administrative information, such 882 
as billing.  These clauses ensure the Contractor’s IT systems meet the Government’s 883 
requirements for protection of Government Information. 884 

Contracts that Use Government IT Systems:  These clauses authorize the Contractor to use 885 
Government IT systems to perform the work required by the contract.  They ensure the 886 
Contractor understands its responsibilities for accessing Government IT systems. 887 

Contracts that Design or Develop IT Systems:  These clauses authorize the Contractor to design, 888 
develop, and deliver IT systems to the Government, including software and hardware 889 
deliverables.  They ensure these deliverables meet Government requirements for IT systems, 890 
including technical specifications and operational requirements. 891 
  892 

Contract 
Clause Contract Clause Title All OPM 

Contracts 

Contracts 
that Use 

CUI 

Contracts 
that Use 

Contractor 
IT Systems 

Contracts 
that Use 

Government 
IT Systems 

Contracts 
that Design 
or Develop 
IT Systems 

1752.224-70 Definition of Terms  (Dec 2015) X     
1752.224-73 Protecting Information  (Dec 2015) X     

1752.224-72 Access to Contractor Information Technology (IT) 
Systems  (Dec 2015)   X   

1752.224-74 Privacy Act  (Dec 2015)  X X X X 

1752.224-75 Information Protection Policies and Procedures  
(Dec 2015)  X X X X 

1752.224-76 Compliance with Information Protection 
Requirements  (Dec 2015)  X X X X 

1752.224-77 Information Security Incidents (ISI)  (Dec 2015) X     
1752.224-78 Information Security Inspections  (Dec 2015) X     
1752.224-79 Suspension of Contract for Security Concerns X     

1752.239-70 Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPV6) Compliance  
(Dec 2015)     X 

1752.239-72 Access to OPM Information Technology (IT) 
Systems  (Dec 2015)    X X 

1752.239-73 Section 508 Standards  (Dec 2015)     X 
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Contract 
Clause Contract Clause Title All OPM 

Contracts 

Contracts 
that Use 

CUI 

Contracts 
that Use 

Contractor 
IT Systems 

Contracts 
that Use 

Government 
IT Systems 

Contracts 
that Design 
or Develop 
IT Systems 

1752.239-75 Information System Security Requirements (Dec 
2015)   X X  

1752.239-76 Security Assessment and Authorization (SA&A)  
(Dec 2015)   X  X 

1752.239-77 Federal Reporting Requirements (Dec 2015)   X X  
1752.239-78 Cloud Computing (Dec 2015)   X  X 

1752.239-80 Information Technology (IT) Security and Privacy 
Awareness Training (Dec 2015)  X X X X 

1752.239-81 Specialized IT Security Awareness Training  (Dec 
2015)   X X X 

1752.239-82 HSPD-12 Compliance  (Dec 2015)  X X X X 
1752.239-83 Secure Technical Implementation  (Dec 2015)   X X X 
1752.239-84 Data Protection Requirements (Dec 2015)  X X X X 

1752.239-85 Security Monitoring and Alerting Requirements  
(Dec 2015)   X  X 

1752.239-86 Contractor Information Technology (IT) System 
Oversight / Compliance (Dec 2015)   X X X 

1752.242-71 Return of OPM and OPM-Activity-Related 
Information  (Dec 2015) X     

1752.242-72 Secure Destruction of All OPM and OPM-Activity-
Related Information  (Dec 2015) X     

1752.242-73 
Mandatory Requirement for Contractor Return of 
all OPM-Owned and Leased Computing and 
Information Storage Equipment (Dec 2015) 

 X X X X 

 893 
  894 
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APPENDIX B:  Information Technology Contract Clause Deliverables 895 
The below Deliverables Table shall be incorporated into the master deliverable table of the 896 
contract as applicable. 897 

Deliverables associated with each contract clause are identified in the table below. 898 

Contract 
Clause Contract Clause Title Deliverable(s) 

1752.224-70 Definition of Terms  (Dec 2015) None 

1752.224-72 
Access to Contractor 
Information Technology (IT) 
Systems  (Dec 2015) 

None 

1752.224-73 Protecting Information  (Dec 
2015) None 

1752.224-74 Privacy Act  (Dec 2015) None 

1752.224-75 Information Protection Policies 
and Procedures  (Dec 2015) None 

1752.224-76 
Documentation of Compliance 
with Information Protection 
Requirements  (Dec 2015) 

None 

1752.224-77 Information Security Incidents 
(ISI)  (Dec 2015) 

The Contractor must report all security incidents to the 
SMC immediately upon becoming aware of the ISI but 
no later than thirty (30) minutes after becoming aware 
of the ISI. 

1752.224-78 Information Security 
Inspections  (Dec 2015) 

The Contractor must provide a formal response to the 
OPM Post-Inspection Report within fifteen (15) days of 
receipt of the report for critical/high risk findings and 
within thirty (30days for all other findings. 

1752.224-79 Suspension of Contract for 
Security Concerns None 

1752.239-70 Internet Protocol Version 6 
(IPV6) Compliance  (Dec 2015) 

The Contractor must certify that its products have 
been tested to meet the requirements for both a dual-
stack IPV4/IPV6 and IPV6 only environment. 

1752.239-72 
Access to OPM Information 
Technology (IT) Systems  (Dec 
2015) 

The Contractor must provide an initial and complete 
list of employee names that require access to OPM IT 
systems five (5) days prior to required access. 
 
The Contractor must send a staffing change report by 
the fifth day of each month after contract award. 
 
The COR and OPM Helpdesk must be notified at least 
five (5) days prior to Contractor employee being 
removed from the contract.  For unplanned 
terminations or removals, the COR and OPM Helpdesk 
must be notified immediately. 

1752.239-73 Section 508 Standards  (Dec 
2015) 

The Contractor must document that the deliverable 
conforms to the Section 508 Standards. 
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Contract 
Clause Contract Clause Title Deliverable(s) 

1752.239-75 Information System Security 
Requirements (Dec 2015) 

The Contractor must complete a FIPS 199 for approval 
by the OPM CIO. 

1752.239-76 
Security Assessment and 
Authorization (SA&A)  (Dec 
2015) 

The Contractor must complete a FIPS 199 for approval 
by the OPM CIO. 
 
The Contractor must complete a PTA (and PIA if 
determined applicable by the Chief Privacy Officer). 
 
The Contractor must submit to OPM a signed A&A 
package approved by the Contractor Chief Information 
Officer (CIO) or higher level executive, along with the 
report and supporting documentation such as system 
and configuration scans from the FEDRAMP 3PAO at 
least 60 days prior to the operation of the IT system or 
90 days prior to the expiration of the existing ATO. 
 
The Contractor must submit a POA&M for each 
security finding. 

1752.239-77 
Federal Reporting 
Requirements (September 
2014) 

The Contractor must provide OPM with FISMA and 
OPM continuous monitoring information. 

1752.239-78 Cloud Computing (Dec 2015) 

The Cloud Service Provider (CSP) must make available 
the most current, and any subsequent, security 
assessment reports, including the System Security 
Plan. 

1752.239-80 
Information Technology (IT) 
Security and Privacy Awareness 
Training (Dec 2015) 

None 

1752.239-81 Specialized IT Security 
Awareness Training  (Dec 2015) 

The Contractor must certify that IT security personnel 
have completed the requisite training. 
 
The Contractor must provide proof of a CISSP for the 
ISSO and Information Security Specialists within 6 
months of contract award. 

1752.239-82 HSPD-12 Compliance  (Dec 
2015) 

All Contractor employees must sign an access 
agreement. 

1752.239-83 Secure Technical 
Implementation  (Dec 2015) 

The Contractor must certify applications are fully 
functional and operate as intended on systems using 
the Federal Desktop Core Configuration (FDCC) / US 
Government Configuration Baseline (USGCB). 

1752.239-84 Data Protection Requirements 
(Dec 2015) 

The Contractor must provide the validation certificate 
number for FIPS 140 as validated by the Cryptographic 
Module Validation Program (CMVP). 

1752.239-85 Security Monitoring and 
Alerting Requirements  (Dec None 
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Contract 
Clause Contract Clause Title Deliverable(s) 

2015) 

1752.239-86 

Contractor Information 
Technology (IT) System 
Oversight / Compliance (Dec 
2015) 

All Contractor systems must perform vulnerability 
scanning as defined by OPM IT Security Policy and 
provide scanning reports to the OPM CIO (or 
designate). 
 
All Contractor systems must participate in the 
implementation of automated security controls testing 
mechanisms and provide automated test results in 
Security Compliant Automation Protocol (SCAP) 
compliant data to the OPM CIO (or designate). 

1752.242-71 
Return of OPM and OPM-
Activity-Related Information  
(Dec 2015) 

Within forty-five (45) days after the end of the 
contract performance period of after the contract is 
terminated, the Contractor must provide OPM with an 
associated Certification of Verified Return of all 
original (and at least one duplicate copy of those 
information types specified by OPM) OPM and OPM-
Activity-Related Information. 

1752.242-72 
Secure Destruction of All OPM 
and OPM-Activity-Related 
Information  (Dec 2015) 

Within seventy-five (75) days after the end of the 
contract performance period or after the contract is 
terminated, the Contractor must provide OPM with 
Certification of Secure Destruction of all existing active 
and archived originals and/or copies of all OPM and 
OPM-activity-related files and information. 

1752.242-73 

Mandatory Requirement for 
Contractor Return of all OPM-
Owned and Leased Computing 
and Information Storage 
Equipment (Dec 2015) 

Within seventy-five (75) days after the end of the 
contract performance period or after the contract is 
terminated, the Contractor must provide OPM with 
Certification of Verified Return of all OPM-Owned and 
Leased Computing and Information Storage 
Equipment. 

 899 

 900 
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